Spa Cover Order Form
www.classicpoolandspa.com
Bring in the completed form or mail the form & check to us
or FAX 503.656.0120 Gladstone
FAX 503.642.5365 Aloha to pay by credit card or check.

17875 SE 82nd Drive
Gladstone, OR 97027

20945 SW Tualatin Valley Hwy
Aloha, OR 97003

Skirt length up to 4” and 4 straps with locks.

4” to 2” taper 1.0# density foam $347.95
4” to 2” taper 1.5# density foam $386.95
4” to 2” taper 2.0# density foam $425.95
5” to 3” taper 1.0# density foam $425.95
5” to 3” taper 1.5# density foam $466.95
5” to 3” taper 2.0# density foam $508.95
HeatGuard (energy trust compliant)
5” to 3” taper 1.5# full exposure
$541.95
5” to 3” taper 2.0# full exposure
$583.95
Extra straps:

x$10 each =

Custom Skirt Length:
inches
For Skirt Length Over 4” add $20.95
Covers over 96” (8ft)
add $25.00
Covers over 120” (10ft) - call us for a quote
Circle the Shape that applies and fill in the dimensions
in inches using the outside spa lip.
Check the box if none of the shapes apply and a plastic
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S pa C o v e r M e a s u r i n g G u i d e
Measure your spa. If your current cover is waterlogged, warped, or misshapen in any way your measurements
will not be accurate.
Measure each requested dimension in inches at the widest point. Round-up every measurement to the
nearest inch. If the cover is too big, it will work. If it is too small, it won’t. In cases where your measurements
are close to a perfect square, like 88.5” x 88”, it probably is.
Measure dimensions based on the installation type that best matches your own:

IMPORTANT
Get the Fold Right!
90% of the time the fold cuts the longest
dimension in half but it can cut the
shortest dimension in half too.
The fold always cuts the Dimension A in
half. Be sure to enter the correct
dimension in “A”.

Cover Skirt Length: _________
A spa cover skirt is the portion of
your fabric that extends down from
your cover bottom
and overlaps the
top of your spa.

Safety Strap Length: ______________
Please measure the safety straps (tie downs) from the
bottom of the cover down to where the strap meets the
clip (do not include the clip itself).
In order to maintain high safety ratings, spa covers are
shipped with safety straps. If you have a flush mount you
can order straps that are just 1 inch longer than your skirt.

If your spa has a
rail that sticks out
from the cabinet
under the acrylic,
most people extend the skirt down past the rail. If
you do this, be sure the cover is
wide enough around so that the
skirt can hang straight down.

